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British expats
in Spain form
association
to fight for
their rights
New book on the
life and times of
Christopher Skase
in Majorca: Inside

b Association aims to
operate across the
country and act as a
mouthpiece for British
citizens who fear for their
future.

B

RITISH expats are joining forces to fight
for their rights following the European
Union referendum in June. “Brexpats” is
the name of a group which has been
formed in Malaga to act as a mouthpiece for British citizens in Spain who fear that they will be
heavily hit by the pullout from the European Union. The spokesperson for the group, Anna Hernandez, said yesterday that there were deep fears
within the British community in Spain and she
added that she hoped that the association would
operate Spain wide. British expats fear the end of
free medical care and the introduction of work permits. More than 200 people attended their first
meeting at the end of last month and more are being planned. Earlier this month the British Consulate and the Calvia council held a meeting at the
Calvia town hall attempting to ease some of the
fears of expats.

BIRTHDAY PARTY ENDS IN HORROR

13 killed in blaze
● A fire swept through a bar in the northern French
city of Rouen overnight, killing 13 people and injuring six, after a birthday cake with candles and sparklers fell to the floor and set the carpet ablaze, police
said. The fire broke out in the basement of the popular Cuba Libre bar and quickly engulfed the room
where some 20 people were celebrating, filling it with
thick black smoke and poisonous fumes, a Rouen police officer told Reuters. Full Story inside.
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